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continues to set the standard for the discipline. Written and superbly
illustrated for two-term, introductory Anatomy and Physiology students,
this text offers a rich and complete teaching and learning environment.
WileyPLUS is a research-based online environment for effective teaching
and learning. WileyPLUS builds students' confidence because it takes the
guesswork out of studying by providing a clear roadmap; what to do, how
to do it, if they did it right. With WileyPLUS, students take more initiative
so you'll have a greater impact. Access to WileyPLUS sold separately.
Medical Physiology for Undergraduate Students, 2nd Updated
Edition, eBook Jan 31 2020 Encouraged by the response to the first
edition, this edition highlights the essential and relevant content of
physiology with complete and balanced exposition of text with absolute
clarity. With the balanced amalgamation of pure and applied text,

Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology, Jordanian
Edition E-Book Jun 05 2020 Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical
Physiology, Jordanian Edition E-Book
Textbook of Medical Physiology Oct 22 2021
Pocket Companion to Guyton & Hall Textbook of Medical
Physiology Apr 27 2022 A companion to "Guyton and Halls Textbook of
Medical Physiology, 11th Edition", this book delivers the salient points
from the parent text, in a manner that is ideal for rapid comprehension of
the core concepts in the discipline. It offers concise, easy-to-reference
physiology essentials.
Principles of Anatomy and Physiology Jul 07 2020 This 14th edition of
the phenomenally successful Principles of Anatomy and Physiology
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authors aspire it to be an indispensable text for undergraduates and an
authentic reference source for candidates preparing for PG entrance.
Complete and up-to-date text with recent advances incorporated
Illustrated by more than 1000 clear line diagrams Complemented with
numerous tables and flowcharts for quick comprehension Balanced
amalgamation of pure and applied text Highlights applied aspects of
physiology in separate boxes Systematic organization of text to facilitate
easy review Additional important information has been highlighted in the
form of "Important Notes" Core competencies prescribed by the MCI are
covered and competency codes are included in the text
The Immune System Oct 29 2019 This text emphasizes the human
immune system and presents concepts with a balanced level of detail to
describe how the immune system works. Written for undergraduate,
medical, veterinary, dental, and pharmacy students, it makes generous
use of medical examples to illustrate points. This classroom-proven
textbook offers clear writing, full-color illustrations, and section and
chapter summaries that make the content accessible and easily
understandable to students.
Strongman Aug 27 2019 Eddie ‘The Beast’ Hall is the first Brit in 24
years to win the World’s Strongest Man competition, beating The
Mountain from Game of Thrones. Everything about Eddie is huge.
Standing at 6’3 he weighs almost 30 stone, and to make it through his
hellish four-hour gym sessions he needs to eat a minimum of 10,000
calories a day. He eats a raw steak during weight sessions. His right
eyeball once burst out of its socket under the strain. He put it back in. In
his remarkable autobiography, Eddie takes you inside the world of the
professional strongman – the nutrition, the training and competitions
themselves. This is a visceral story of sporting achievement, an athlete
pushing himself to the limits, and the personal journey of a man on the
path to becoming being the best of the best. Contains strong language.
Textbook of Medical Physiology Apr 03 2020 This textbook offers current
authoritative coverage that is easy to read and understand. It provides
coverage of molecular and cellular physiology, long-term arterial
pressure regulation and hypertension, the neurophysiology of vision, the
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body's resistance to infection, and physiology from a quantitative
perspective. The new edition integrates the latest information
throughout the text, and helps students relate physiology to other
aspects of medicine and analyze problems.
POCKET COMPANION TO GUYTON AND HALL TEXTBOOK OF
MEDICAL PHYSIOLOGY, 14E, SOUTH ASIA EDITION. Jul 19 2021
Textbook of Medical Physiology Jan 25 2022
Pocket Companion to Textbook of Medical Physiology Jun 17 2021 This
handbook provides a concise overview of physiology facts and concepts
crucial for the study of medicine. Small enough to be carried in a coat
pocket, this guide succeeds in distilling huge amounts of information
from the parent text into small, digestible concepts.
Deep Learning Jan 13 2021 An introduction to a broad range of topics in
deep learning, covering mathematical and conceptual background, deep
learning techniques used in industry, and research perspectives.
“Written by three experts in the field, Deep Learning is the only
comprehensive book on the subject.” —Elon Musk, cochair of OpenAI;
cofounder and CEO of Tesla and SpaceX Deep learning is a form of
machine learning that enables computers to learn from experience and
understand the world in terms of a hierarchy of concepts. Because the
computer gathers knowledge from experience, there is no need for a
human computer operator to formally specify all the knowledge that the
computer needs. The hierarchy of concepts allows the computer to learn
complicated concepts by building them out of simpler ones; a graph of
these hierarchies would be many layers deep. This book introduces a
broad range of topics in deep learning. The text offers mathematical and
conceptual background, covering relevant concepts in linear algebra,
probability theory and information theory, numerical computation, and
machine learning. It describes deep learning techniques used by
practitioners in industry, including deep feedforward networks,
regularization, optimization algorithms, convolutional networks,
sequence modeling, and practical methodology; and it surveys such
applications as natural language processing, speech recognition,
computer vision, online recommendation systems, bioinformatics, and
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videogames. Finally, the book offers research perspectives, covering
such theoretical topics as linear factor models, autoencoders,
representation learning, structured probabilistic models, Monte Carlo
methods, the partition function, approximate inference, and deep
generative models. Deep Learning can be used by undergraduate or
graduate students planning careers in either industry or research, and by
software engineers who want to begin using deep learning in their
products or platforms. A website offers supplementary material for both
readers and instructors.
Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology Pocket
Companion - Pageburst E-book on Vitalsource Retail Access Card
Dec 24 2021 All of the essential information you need from the world's
foremost medical physiology textbook - right in your pocket! Dr. John E.
Hall's "Pocket Companion to Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical
Physiology, 13th Edition," reflects the structure and content of the larger
text, helping you recall and easily review the most essential, need-toknow concepts in physiology.
Lectures On Computation Sep 28 2019 Covering the theory of
computation, information and communications, the physical aspects of
computation, and the physical limits of computers, this text is based on
the notes taken by one of its editors, Tony Hey, on a lecture course on
computation given b
Guyton & Hall: Textbook of Medical Physiology-A South Asian
Edition Oct 02 2022 Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology
continues this bestselling title's tradition as one of the world's favourite
physiology textbooks. The main aim of the South Asian Edition of Guyton
& Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology is to meet the needs of
undergraduate medical students and faculty in South Asia in alignment
to the teaching methods in the subcontinent and also in terms of volume
of content required. Presentation of the South Asian Edition is quite
reflective of the way the lectures are being delivered in the classroom,
both in terms of the breakup of topics and the basic level of detailing and
explanations. The South Asian Edition incorporates several features
aimed at aiding learning for students while retaining the flow and
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explanatory approach. Chapters have been rearranged and often split to
work towards one chapter-one lecture model so that the text is linked to
curriculum objectives which appeals to both students and faculty.
Narrative length has been reduced while ensuring the original flow and
explanation of concepts is not affected. Topics that are likely to be
covered by other subjects and redundancies from the point of view of
curriculum have been removed. Includes Learning Objectives and
Glossary of Terms in the beginning of every chapter. Mobile App of
physiology animations covering difficult and important concepts to
enhance the learning process of students.
The Case against Education Nov 30 2019 Why we need to stop
wasting public funds on education Despite being immensely
popular—and immensely lucrative—education is grossly overrated. Now
with a new afterword by Bryan Caplan, this explosive book argues that
the primary function of education is not to enhance students' skills but to
signal the qualities of a good employee. Learn why students hunt for easy
As only to forget most of what they learn after the final exam, why
decades of growing access to education have not resulted in better jobs
for average workers, how employers reward workers for costly schooling
they rarely ever use, and why cutting education spending is the best
remedy. Romantic notions about education being "good for the soul"
must yield to careful research and common sense—The Case against
Education points the way.
? WHAT BOOK? Oct 10 2020 You didn't give me the titles that need
correcting. What's the matter with you?
The Love Hypothesis Jan 01 2020 The Instant New York Times Bestseller
and TikTok Sensation! As seen on THE VIEW! A BuzzFeed Best Summer
Read of 2021 When a fake relationship between scientists meets the
irresistible force of attraction, it throws one woman's carefully calculated
theories on love into chaos. As a third-year Ph.D. candidate, Olive Smith
doesn't believe in lasting romantic relationships--but her best friend
does, and that's what got her into this situation. Convincing Anh that
Olive is dating and well on her way to a happily ever after was always
going to take more than hand-wavy Jedi mind tricks: Scientists require
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proof. So, like any self-respecting biologist, Olive panics and kisses the
first man she sees. That man is none other than Adam Carlsen, a young
hotshot professor--and well-known ass. Which is why Olive is positively
floored when Stanford's reigning lab tyrant agrees to keep her charade a
secret and be her fake boyfriend. But when a big science conference
goes haywire, putting Olive's career on the Bunsen burner, Adam
surprises her again with his unyielding support and even more
unyielding...six-pack abs. Suddenly their little experiment feels
dangerously close to combustion. And Olive discovers that the only thing
more complicated than a hypothesis on love is putting her own heart
under the microscope.
1956, The World in Revolt Feb 11 2021 Popular uprisings in Poland
and Hungary shake Moscow's hold on its eastern European empire.
Across the American South, and in the Union of South Africa, black
people risk their livelihoods, and their lives, in the struggle to dismantle
institutionalised white supremacy and secure first-class citizenship.
France and Britain, already battling anti-colonial insurgencies in Algeria
and Cyprus, now face the humiliation of Suez. Meanwhile, in Cuba, Fidel
Castro and his band of rebels take to the Sierra Maestra to plot the
overthrow of a dictator... 1956 was one of the most remarkable years of
the twentieth century. All across the globe, ordinary people spoke out,
filled the streets and city squares, and took up arms in an attempt to win
their freedom. In response to these unprecedented challenges to their
authority, those in power fought back, in a desperate bid to shore up
their position. It was an epic contest, and one which made 1956 - like
1789 and 1848 - a year that changed our world.
Physiology E-Book Mar 15 2021 Renowned physiology instructor Dr.
Linda Costanzo’s friendly, logical, easy-to-follow writing style makes
Physiology, 6th Edition ideal for coursework and USMLE preparation.
Well-designed figures and tables provide handy visuals for procedures or
physiologic equations, and step-by-step explanations clarify challenging
concepts. This full-color, manageably-sized text offers a comprehensive
and consistent overview of core physiologic concepts at the organ system
and cellular levels, making complex principles easy to understand.
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Information is presented in a short, simple, and focused manner – the
perfect presentation for success in coursework and on exams. Chapter
summaries and "Challenge Yourself" questions at the end of each chapter
provide an extensive review of the material and reinforce understanding
and retention. Equations and sample problems are integrated throughout
the text. NEW! More Clinical Physiology Case Boxes relate to
pathophysiology for a clinical context
GUYTON AND HALL TEXTBOOK OF MEDICAL PHYSIOLOGY,
INTERNATIONAL EDITION. Sep 01 2022
Shiverton Hall Nov 10 2020 They slowed as they reached the gate; two
stone columns, each with its own crumbling angel perched on top. The
angels held up a rusty, wrought-iron arch that read, in curling,
serpentine letters: SHIVERTON HALL. Arthur Bannister has been
unexpectedly accepted into Shiverton Hall, which, as it turns out, is an
incredibly spooky school, full of surprises. And it is just as well that
Shiverton Hall has made its offer, because Arthur had a horrible time at
his previous school, and was desperate to leave. Timely indeed . . . But
Arthur has no time to worry about the strange coincidence. He is too
busy trying to make head or tail of Shiverton Hall, dogged as it is by tales
of curses and bad fortune. At least there are a few friendly faces: George,
who shows him around; also Penny and Jake. But not all the faces are
friendly. There are the bullying Forge triplets for starters. And then there
is the acid tongue of the headmistress, Professor Long-Pitt, who seems to
go out of her way to make Arthur's life a misery. Luckily Arthur has his
new friends to cheer him up. Although there are some friends that you
don't want to have at all, as Arthur is soon to find out.
Guyton & Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology - E-Book May 29 2022
Chapters have been rearranged and often split to work towards one
chapter-one lecture model. Learning objectives and glossary of terms in
the begining of every chapter. 56 Videos and animations 120 Multiple
choice questions The main aim of the Second South Asia Edition is to
meet the needs of the undergraduate medical students and faculty on
South Asia by aligning the book to the teaching menthods in the
subcontinent.
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Medical Sciences E-Book Aug 20 2021 An integrated approach to
teaching basic sciences and clinical medicine has meant that medical
students have been driven to a range of basic science textbooks to find
relevant information. Medical Sciences is designed to do the integration
for you. In just one book, the diverse branches of medical science are
synthesised into the appropriate systems of the human body, making this
an invaluable aid to approaching the basics of medicine within in a
clinical context. . An integrated approach to teaching basic sciences and
clinical medicine has meant that medical students have been driven to a
range of basic science textbooks to find relevant information. Medical
Sciences does the integration for you. In just one book, the diverse
branches of medical science are synthesised into the appropriate systems
of the human body, making this an invaluable aid to approaching the
basics of medicine within in a clinical context. Eleven new contributors.
Completely new chapters on Biochemistry and cell biology, Genetics, The
nervous system, Bones, muscle and skin, Endocrine and reproductive
systems, The cardiovascular system, The renal system and Diet and
nutrition. Completely revised and updated throughout with over 35 new
illustrations . Expanded embryology sections with several new
illustrations.
Guyton & Hall Physiology Review E-Book Dec 12 2020 The Guyton
and Hall Physiology Review, by Dr. John E. Hall, is an ideal way to
prepare for the USMLE Step I. More than 1,000 board-style questions, as
many as 30% revised for this edition, test your knowledge of the most
essential, need-to-know concepts in physiology. Review the physiology of
all major body systems, with emphasis on system interaction,
homeostasis, and pathophysiology, and master a large amount of
information in an abbreviated time. Focus on all of the essential
information you need to know for the physiology portion of the USMLE
Step I. Reinforce your understanding and visualize physiologic principles
with enhanced color figures and well- illustrated line diagrams.
The Book of the Thames Jun 25 2019 This work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
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artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore,
you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain
in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or
blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced,
and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support
of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology E-Book Mar 27
2022 Known for its clear presentation style, single-author voice, and
focus on content most relevant to clinical and pre-clinical students,
Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology, 14th Edition, employs a
distinctive format to ensure maximum learning and retention of complex
concepts. A larger font size emphasizes core information, while
supporting information, including clinical examples, are detailed in
smaller font and highlighted in pale blue – making it easy to quickly skim
the essential text or pursue more in-depth study. This two-tone approach,
along with other outstanding features, makes this bestselling text a
favorite of students worldwide. Offers a clinically oriented perspective
written with the clinical and preclinical student in mind, bridging basic
physiology with pathophysiology. Focuses on core material and how the
body maintains homeostasis to remain healthy, emphasizing the
important principles that will aid in later clinical decision making.
Presents information in short chapters using a concise, readable voice
that facilitates learning and retention. Contains more than 1,200 fullcolor drawings and diagrams – all carefully crafted to make physiology
easier to understand. Features expanded clinical coverage including
obesity, metabolic and cardiovascular disorders, Alzheimer’s disease,
and other degenerative diseases. Includes online access to interactive
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figures, new audio of heart sounds, animations, self-assessment
questions, and more. Evolve Instructor site with an image and test bank
is available to instructors through their Elsevier sales rep or via request
at https://evolve.elsevier.com.
Pocket Companion to Guyton & Hall Textbook of Medical
Physiology E-Book Jul 31 2022 Carry the same authoritative, useful
knowledge that readers of Guyton and Hall have come to trust – in an
easily accessible, pocket format. Pocket Companion to Guyton and Hall
Textbook of Medical Physiology, 14th Edition, echoes the structure and
content of the world’s foremost physiology textbook, making it ideal for a
quick, portable review or entry point into complex topics. Grasp key
information quickly thanks to concise, readable text. Benefit from
updated content of the 14th edition of the bestselling text in a condensed
synopsis format. Quickly locate more in-depth discussions inside the
parent text with abundant cross-references and a parallel chapter
organization.
Kumar and Clark's Clinical Medicine Apr 15 2021 Kumar and Clark's
Clinical Medicine E-Book
Guyton & Hall Physiology Review E-Book Feb 23 2022 The Guyton
and Hall Physiology Review is the ideal way to prepare for class exams as
well as the physiology portion of the USMLE Step 1. More than 1,000
board-style questions and answers allow you to test your knowledge of
the most essential, need-to-know concepts in physiology. Includes
thorough reviews of all major body systems, with an emphasis on system
interaction, homeostasis, and pathophysiology. Designed as a companion
to the 13th edition of Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology,
highlighting essential key concepts and featuring direct page references
to specific questions. Provides essential information needed to prepare
for the physiology portion of the USMLE Step 1.
Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology E-Book Nov 03 2022
The 13th edition of Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology
continues this bestselling title's long tradition as the world’s foremost
medical physiology textbook. Unlike other textbooks on this topic, this
clear and comprehensive guide has a consistent, single-author voice and
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focuses on the content most relevant to clinical and pre-clinical students.
The detailed but lucid text is complemented by didactic illustrations that
summarize key concepts in physiology and pathophysiology. Emphasizes
core information around how the body must maintain homeostasis in
order to remain healthy, while supporting information and examples are
detailed. Summary figures and tables help quickly convey key processes
covered in the text. Reflects the latest advances in molecular biology and
cardiovascular, neurophysiology and gastrointestinal topics. Bold fullcolor drawings and diagrams. Short, easy-to-read, masterfully edited
chapters and a user-friendly full-color design. Clinical vignettes
throughout the text all you to see core concepts applied to real-life
situations. Brand-new quick-reference chart of normal lab values
included. Increased number of figures, clinical correlations, and cellular
and molecular mechanisms important for clinical medicine. Medicine
eBook is accessible on a variety of devices.
Infinite Jest Mar 03 2020 'A writer of virtuostic talents who can
seemingly do anything' New York Times 'Wallace is a superb comedian of
culture . . . his exuberance and intellectual impishness are a delight'
James Wood, Guardian 'He induces the kind of laughter which, when
read in bed with a sleeping partner, wakes said sleeping partner up . . .
He's damn good' Nicholas Lezard, Guardian 'One of the best books about
addiction and recovery to appear in recent memory' Sunday Times
Somewhere in the not-so-distant future the residents of Ennet House, a
Boston halfway house for recovering addicts, and students at the nearby
Enfield Tennis Academy are ensnared in the search for the master copy
of Infinite Jest, a movie said to be so dangerously entertaining its viewers
become entranced and expire in a state of catatonic bliss . . .
Changing Gear Jul 27 2019 'Changes occur all the time. They can be
identifiable and dramatic, or they can emerge imperceptibly, creeping up
on you until one day you realise your foundations are less solid than you
imagined. At this point in your life you need to find a new path.' Coping
with transition can be hard at every stage of life, but it presents unique
challenges as we come to the time of our lives when we are facing the
end of full-on, full-time work. Changing Gear looks at why work is such
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an important part of a person's identity, and how challenging it can be
when it's time to change gear, whether that's to explore a new path or
take a step back from our careers entirely. Offering insight, advice and
practical exercises to help you make the right decisions, this valuable
guide gives you the tools to navigate complicated situations, identify
what's most important, and develop the skills you need to cope with
change.
City, Street and Citizen Aug 08 2020 How can we learn from a
multicultural society if we don’t know how to recognise it? The
contemporary city is more than ever a space for the intense convergence
of diverse individuals who shift in and out of its urban terrains. The city
street is perhaps the most prosaic of the city’s public parts, allowing us a
view of the very ordinary practices of life and livelihoods. By attending to
the expressions of conviviality and contestation, ‘City, Street and Citizen’
offers an alternative notion of ‘multiculturalism’ away from the
ideological frame of nation, and away from the moral imperative of
community. This book offers to the reader an account of the lived
realities of allegiance, participation and belonging from the base of a
multi-ethnic street in south London. ‘City, Street and Citizen’ focuses on
the question of whether local life is significant for how individuals
develop skills to live with urban change and cultural and ethnic diversity.
To animate this question, Hall has turned to a city street and its
dimensions of regularity and propinquity to explore interactions in the
small shop spaces along the Walworth Road. The city street constitutes
exchange, and as such it provides us with a useful space to consider the
broader social and political significance of contact in the day-to-day life
of multicultural cities. Grounded in an ethnographic approach, this book
will be of interest to academics and students in the fields of sociology,
global urbanisation, migration and ethnicity as well as being relevant to
politicians, policy makers, urban designers and architects involved in
cultural diversity, public space and street based economies.
Pocket Companion to Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology
Sep 20 2021
Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology_3rd SAE May 17
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2021 .Chapters have been rearranged and often split to work towards
one chapter-one lecture model so that the text is linked to curriculum
objectives which appeals to both students and faculty. . Narrative length
has been reduced while ensuring the original flow and explanation of
concepts is not affected. . Updated Learning Objectives (e.g. Applied
physiology of the Renal System) and Glossary of Terms in the beginning
of every chapter. Short, easy-to-read, masterfully edited chapters and a
user-friendly full-color design facilitates better learning and retention.
Features expanded clinical coverage including obesity, metabolic and
cardiovascular disorders, Alzheimer's disease, and other degenerative
diseases. Complex Concepts/Processes are summarized in
flowcharts/flow diagram for better understanding. Contains more than
1000 carefully crafted diagrams and drawings ensures better
understanding of Physiology. Offers Clinically Oriented perspective bridging basic physiology with pathophysiology, including cellular and
molecular mechanism important for Clinical medicine. Updated
throughout based on the Guyton and Hall Textbook of Physiology 14th
edition to reflect the latest knowledge in the field. The information of the
book has been updated to include all areas of the new MCI curriculum
(these are either embedded within the existing chapters or as several
new chapters at the end of the book).
Causal Inference May 05 2020 The application of causal inference
methods is growing exponentially in fields that deal with observational
data. Written by pioneers in the field, this practical book presents an
authoritative yet accessible overview of the methods and applications of
causal inference. With a wide range of detailed, worked examples using
real epidemiologic data as well as software for replicating the analyses,
the text provides a thorough introduction to the basics of the theory for
non-time-varying treatments and the generalization to complex
longitudinal data.
Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology Jun 29 2022
In It for the Long Run Sep 08 2020 We Can't Run Away From This, the
new book by bestselling author Damian Hall, is now available for preorder. In It for the Long Run is ultrarunner Damian Hall’s story of his
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Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology E-Book Nov 22 2021
The 12th edition of Guyton and Hall Textbook of Medical Physiology
continues this bestselling title's long tradition as one of the world's
favorite physiology textbooks. The immense success of this book is due to
its description of complex physiologic principles in language that is easy
to read and understand. Now with an improved color art program,
thorough updates reflecting today's medicine and science, this textbook
is an excellent source for mastering essential human physiology
knowledge. Learn and remember vital concepts easily thanks to short,
easy-to-read, masterfully edited chapters and a user-friendly full-color
design. See core concepts applied to real-life situations with clinical
vignettes throughout the text. Discover the newest in physiology with
updates that reflect the latest advances in molecular biology,
cardiovascular, neurophysiology and gastrointestinal topics. Visualize
physiologic principles clearly with over 1000 bold, full-color drawings
and diagrams. Distinguish core concepts from more in-depth material
with a layout that uses gray shading to clearly differentiate between
"need-to-know" and "nice-to-know" information.

Pennine Way record attempt in July 2020. In July 1989, Mike Hartley set
the Fastest Known Time (FKT) record for the Pennine Way, running
Britain’s oldest National Trail in a little over two days and seventeen
hours. He didn’t stop to sleep, but did break for fifteen minutes for fish
and chips. Hartley’s record stood for thirty-one years, until two attempts
were made on it in two weeks in the summer of 2020. First, American
John Kelly broke Hartley’s record by less than an hour, then Hall
knocked another two hours off Kelly’s time. Hall used his record attempt
to highlight environmental issues: his attempt was carbon negative, he
used no plastics, and he and his pacing runners collected litter as they
went, while also raising money for Greenpeace. A vegan, Hall used no
animal products on his attempt. Scrawled on his arm in permanent
marker was ‘FFF’, signifying the three things that matter most to him:
Family, Friends, Future. Packed with dry wit and humour, In It for the
Long Run tells of Hall’s four-year preparation for his attempt, and of the
run itself. He also gives us an autobiographical insight into the deranged
world of midlife crisis ultramarathon running and record attempts.
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